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SECURE CRYOSURGICAL TREATMENT SYSTEM

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0001] This application claims the benefit of U.S. Provisional Application No. 61/900,345,

filed November 5, 2013, which is incorporated by reference herein.

[0002] Medical devices can include a handpiece for operational control of a detachable tip

used for applying a therapy, such as electrocautery or cryogenic therapy. In many instances,

the detachable tip is designed and approved for a single use, or a limited amount of uses, and

should be disposed afterwards. For example, a detachable tip can have a very fine cryogenic

needle that dulls after use, and thus rendered unable to pierce tissue in an intended manner.

In other cases, the detachable tip cannot be safely sterilized after use.

[0003] Unfortunately, some users reuse detachable tips in spite of these dangers. This can

cause problems such as patient injury or infection. Additionally, fraudsters may produce

duplicate tips without authorization. These duplicate tips can be unsafe because of faulty

construction or sterilization methods, since manufacture is unregulated. Accordingly, there is

a need to address these issues.

BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0004] Embodiments of the invention can include a therapy system having a disposable

device and a durable device. Each device can include a secure microprocessor with

applications code and configuration data.

[0005] In some embodiments, one secure processor can be located in the handheld/durable

device, such a cryogenic therapy device, and the other secure processor can be located in a

disposable/consumable device (e.g. a detachable probe with at least one cryogenic needle),

which is adapted to receive cryogenic cooling fluid from the handheld device, interface with

tissue to provide direct therapy to a patient, and mechanically couple and decouple with the

handheld device.

[0006] In some embodiments, the handheld device can include a microprocessor control

unit (MCU) with software applications code, communication links and related electronic

circuitry. The secure processor (HSP) in the handheld device contains custom software and

configuration data, and may include one or more X509 digital certificates. The secure

processor in the disposable device (DSP) can also contain custom software and configuration



data, including one or more ITU-T X509 (ISO/IEC 9594-8) digital certificates. Such

configuration data can include a predetermined amount of treatment cycles, treatment cycle

parameters, tip identification, and performance test parameters.

[0007] In some embodiments, the two secure processors can communicate with one another

by way of electronic circuitry of the MCU. Software in the MCU and the secure processors

implements communication protocols, including commands and replies. The software

contains logic to perform an authentication according to a protocol, such as public key

infrastructure (PKI)-based authentication, between the durable and consumable patient

treatment devices. This software uses cryptographic techniques to establish trusted identity

and secure communication.

[0008] In some embodiments, the disposable device can be authenticated using PKI signing

challenge methods issued by the HSP. The DSP may refuse a request to provide the

application configuration data if authentication has not been completed. This feature,

optionally in conjunction with a design in which the handpiece or disposable device requires

this external data for operation, provides a way of denying use of the system in cases where

trust has not been established that the disposable device is authentic. The authentication

method may be extended to two-way authentication. Accordingly, one or more disposable

device components authenticate one or more handheld device components in addition to the

authentication processes initiated by the one or more durable components. In some

embodiments, the disposable device may authenticate the handpiece in a one-way

authentication process.

[0009] In some embodiments, the authentication method can be extended to cover multiple

types of disposable devices (e.g., pain treatment needles, cosmetic needles, etc.). This design

alternative could enforce an electronic manifest, configured in the disposable device, which

would authenticate the set(s) of disposable devices.

[0010] In some embodiments, interprocessor communication devices and protocols may be

used including I2C, SPI, serial, or IS07816.

[0011] In some embodiments, the disposable device and handheld device can communicate

wirelessly. The use of wireless communication between disposable and durable components

will support a product architecture where the components are not directly connected.

[0012] In some embodiments, the MCU can connect to a remote authorization service. In

this embodiment, the disposable device and/or handpiece is authenticated remotely. The



authenticated device can then provide one or more communications channels for one or more

disposable components, which in turn are authenticated.

[0013] In some embodiments, a network of trust is created across a plurality of durable and

disposable components.

[0014] Embodiments include a system with a probe having at least one cryogenic treatment

applicator and a disposable secure processor (DSP), a handpiece removeably coupled to the

probe and configured to provide cryogen coolant from a coolant supply system to the probe,

the handpiece having a microprocessor control unit (MCU) and a handpiece authentication

processor (HSP).

[0015] Embodiments also include a method for operating the system. The method includes

detecting connection of the probe to the handpiece and initiating an authentication process

between the DSP and HSP using the MCU as a communications router. As a result of the

authentication process, determining one of at least two predetermined results, the at least two

predetermined results comprising that the probe is authorized and non-authorized.

[0016] In some embodiments, the authentication process comprises the HSP requesting a

certificate from the DSP.

[0017] In some embodiments, the authentication process comprises requesting a certificate

from the DSP; validating the certificate; creating a nonce; encrypting the nonce with the

public key in the certificate; sending a request to the DSP to decrypt the nonce using a private

key; receiving the decrypted nonce from the DSP; and verifying the decrypted nonce.

[0018] In some embodiments, the probe is authorized after the DSP completes a signing

challenge or non-authorized after the DSP fails the signing challenge.

[0019] In some embodiments, the signing challenge comprises the HSP requesting a

certificate from the DSP.

[0020] In some embodiments, the DSP returns the digital certificate to the HSP as part of

the signing challenge.

[0021] In some embodiments, the HSP validates the authenticity of the digital certificate by

using one or more stored digital certificates issued by an authority.

[0022] In some embodiments, the HSP uses a public cryptographic key contained in the

certificate provided by the DSP to encrypt a nonce.



[0023] In some embodiments, the HSP transmits the nonce to the DSP and requests a

decrypted reply.

[0024] In some embodiments, the DSP uses a private cryptographic key associated with the

public cryptographic key, contained in the digital certificate previously transmitted, to

decrypt the encrypted nonce.

[0025] In some embodiments, the HSP compares the decrypted nonce with the previously

transmitted challenge nonce.

[0026] In some embodiments, the probe is authenticated when the HSP successfully

matches the sent nonce with the decrypted nonce, or non-authorized if: the decrypted nonce

does not match the sent nonce or if the DSP fails to reply to the certificate request or the

decrypt request.

[0027] In some embodiments, as a result of the authentication process the probe is

determined to be authorized.

[0028] In some embodiments, the method also includes accessing recorded history settings

of the DSP and based on the history settings, determining one of: that the probe is expired

and non-expired.

[0029] In some embodiments, based on the recorded history settings, the probe is

determined to be non-expired.

[0030] In some embodiments, as a result that the probe is determined to be non-expired,

data is retrieved from the DSP containing procedural instructions for the MCU for operating

the probe.

[0031] In some embodiments, the data comprises a tip descriptor that includes

identification, treatment cycle and system control parameters, and test settings. The tip

descriptor is used by the MCU to control the system for testing the probe and performing

treatment cycles. The DSP firmware can include one or more X.509 certificates and an

expiration descriptor. The expiration descriptor can include a version type, allowed cycles,

total minutes of validity from first use, and a list of handpiece types which are compatible

with the probe.

[0032] In some embodiments, a request is sent to the DSP to check the allowed remaining

uses of the probe.



[0033] In some embodiments, after receiving the request the DSP determines the remaining

allowable uses of the probe and provides the MCU with one of: an indication that the probe

has no remaining uses available and an indication that the probe can be used.

[0034] In some embodiments, the DSP provides the MCU with the indication that the probe

can be used and increments a use-counter of the probe.

[0035] In some embodiments, based on the history settings, the probe is determined to be

expired.

[0036] In some embodiments, as a result of the authentication process the probe is

determined to be non-authorized for use.

[0037] In some embodiments, a user alert is transmitted using the MCU indicating that the

probe is not useable with the handpiece.

[0038] In some embodiments, each secure processor includes one or more digital

certificates and the authentication process comprises performing a cryptographic signing

challenge algorithm.

[0039] In some embodiments, communication between the secure processors is encrypted

during the authentication process.

[0040] In some embodiments, the probe is authorized and as a result the MCU indicates to

the user that the system is ready to perform a treatment cycle.

[0041] In some embodiments, after the probe is authorized and the user initiates the

treatment cycle, the MCU sends the start request to the DSP.

[0042] In some embodiments, the DSP processes the treatment start request by determining

the remaining authorized uses, decrementing the remaining uses, and returning a reply which

indicates either the treatment is authorized or the probe is expired.

[0043] In some embodiments, the MCU uses the reply from the DSP to either begin a

treatment cycle or indicate to the operator that the probe is expired.

[0044] Some embodiments include a cryogenic handpiece operable by a microprocessor

control unit. A probe is removeably coupled to the handpiece, configured to receive coolant

from the handpiece, and has a processor communicatively coupled to the microprocessor

control unit. The processor includes operating instructions for execution by the

microprocessor to control metering of the coolant to the probe.



[0045] Some embodiments include a cryogenic probe with a body having at least one

cryogenic treatment applicator fluidly connectable to a separate coolant supply device for

providing power, data, and/or coolant to the at least one cryogenic treatment applicator. The

cryogenic probe includes an integrated circuit storing a tip descriptor

[0046] In some embodiments, the integrated circuit is a processor.

[0047] In some embodiments, the integrated circuit comprises memory for storing the tip

descriptor.

[0048] In some embodiments, the tip descriptor includes a protocol for timing opening and

closing of the controllable valve.

[0049] In some embodiments, the body comprises a heater and wherein the tip descriptor

includes heater control parameters.

[0050] In some embodiments, the tip descriptor includes a target heater temperature.

[0051] In some embodiments, the tip descriptor includes test parameters.

[0052] In some embodiments, the tip descriptor includes expiration information.

[0053] In some embodiments, the tip descriptor comprises instructional parameters for

operating the separate coolant supply device.

[0054] In some embodiments, the at least one cryogenic treatment applicator comprises a

sharpened or round needle

[0055] Some embodiments include a kit of cryogenic probes with a plurality of cryogenic

probes, each cryogenic probe having a body with at least one cryogenic treatment applicator

with connections for coolant, power, and data to a separate device for providing coolant,

power, and data to the at least one cryogenic treatment applicator. In some embodiments, at

least one of the cryogenic probes includes a secure processor comprising memory having

instructional parameters for operating coolant supply device with the remaining plurality. In

other embodiments, each cryogenic probe can share the same type of treatment applicator

configuration, but different instructional parameters.

[0056] In some embodiments, a treatment system and method implement different types of

probes. These probes are different only with respect to the tip descriptors stored within.

Accordingly, a first type of probe can have a specific needle configuration, while the second

type of probe shares the same needle configuration. The different tip descriptors, however,



contain or identify different types of treatment protocols. For example, the first type of probe

is indicated for use on a specific nerve, or particular location within a nerve cluster, requiring

a certain cooling curve (temperature vs. time). While the second type of probe is indicated

for use on a different nerve, or a different location within the same nerve cluster, requiring a

different cooling curve (e.g., colder, less cold, shorter dwell time, etc.).

[0057] Some embodiments include a method for cryogenically treating tissue. In the

method, a connection is detected of a first type of probe having a first processor to a

handpiece having a master control unit (MCU). The handpiece is compatible with a plurality

of different types of probes. The first type of probe has at least one cryogenic treatment

applicator, and is fluidly coupled to a closed coolant supply system within the handpiece via

the connection. A communication process is then initiated between the first processor and

the MCU, during which the first processor provides a first type of tip descriptor to the MCU.

As a result of the communication process, a first type of treatment protocol is initiated based

on the first type of tip descriptor. Some embodiments also include a system for cryogenically

treating tissue. The system includes a first type of probe having a first processor and memory

storing a first type of tip descriptor. The first type of probe has at least one cryogenic

treatment applicator. A handpiece has a master control unit (MCU) and is compatible with a

plurality of different types of probes. The first type of probe is fluidly couplable to a closed

coolant supply system within the handpiece. The first processor is configured to

communicate the first type of tip descriptor to the MCU. The MCU is configured to

implement a first type of treatment protocol based on the first type of tip descriptor.

[0058] In some embodiments, the first type of treatment protocol is provided by the tip

descriptor.

[0059] In some embodiments, the treatment protocol is retrieved from memory of the

handpiece by the MCU based on identification of the tip descriptor.

[0060] In some embodiments, the plurality of different types of probes share the same type

of cryogenic treatment applicator configuration.

[0061] In some embodiments, the first type of treatment protocol is provided by the first

type of tip descriptor.

[0062] Some embodiments include a system for cryogenically treating tissue. The system

includes a first type of probe having a first processor and first memory storing a first type of

tip descriptor. The first type of probe has at least one of cryogenic treatment applicator



configuration. The system also includes a second type of probe having a second processor

and second memory storing a second type of tip descriptor. The second type of probe shares

the same type of cryogenic treatment applicator configuration as the first type of probe. The

system also includes a handpiece having a master control unit (MCU). The handpiece is

compatible with a plurality of different types of probes. The first and second type of probe

are each fluidly couplable in sequence to a closed coolant supply system within the

handpiece. The first processor is configured to communicate the first type of tip descriptor to

the MCU, and the second processor is configured to communicate the second type of tip

descriptor to the MCU. The MCU is configured to implement a first type of treatment

protocol based on the first type of tip descriptor, and a second type of treatment protocol

based on the second type of tip descriptor. In some embodiments, the first type of treatment

protocol relates to a first type of nerve, while the second type of treatment protocol relates to

a second type of nerve.

[0063] Some embodiments include a method for cryogenically treating tissue. In the

method, a first connection is detected of a first type of probe having a first processor to a

handpiece having a master control unit (MCU). The handpiece is compatible with a plurality

of different types of probes. The first type of probe has at least one cryogenic treatment

applicator. The first type of probe is fluidly coupled to a closed coolant supply system within

the handpiece via the first connection. A first communication process is imitated between the

first processor and the MCU, in which the first processor provides a tip descriptor to the

MCU, with the tip descriptor being specific to the first type of probe. As a result of the first

communication process, a first type of treatment protocol is initated based on the first type of

tip descriptor. A second connection is detected of a second type of probe, having a second

processor, to the handpiece after the first type of probe is decoupled from the handpiece. The

second type of probe shares the same type of cryogenic treatment applicator configuration as

the first type of probe. The second type of probe is fluidly coupled to the closed coolant

supply system within the handpiece via the second connection. A second communication

process is initiated between the second processor and the MCU, during which the second

processor provides a second type of tip descriptor to the MCU. As a result of the second

communication process, a second type of treatment protocol is implemented based on the

second type of tip descriptor. The second type of treatment protocol is different from the first

type of treatment protocol. In some embodiments, the first type of treatment protocol relates

to a first type of nerve or a particular nerve location, while the second type of treatment

protocol relates to a second type of nerve or a different nerve location.



BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0064] Fig. 1A is a perspective view of a security enabled subdermal cryogenic system,

according to some embodiments.

[0065] Fig. IB is a partially transparent perspective view of the cryogenic system of Fig.

1A, showing additional internal components of the cryogenic system and schematically

illustrating secured replacement treatment needles for use with the disposable probe,

according to some embodiments.

[0066] Fig. 2A schematically illustrates components that may be included in the treatment

system of Fig. 1A, according to some embodiments.

[0067] Fig. 2B illustrates a security communication architecture that may be included in the

treatment system of Fig. 1A, according to some embodiments.

[0068] Fig. 3A illustrates a sequence diagram for an operational method for operating the

treatment system of Fig. 1A, according to some embodiments.

[0069] Figures 3B and 3C illustrates a flow chart for an operational method for operating

the treatment system of Fig. 1A, according to some embodiments.

[0070] Figure 3D illustrates a sequence diagram for an operational method for operating

the treatment system of Fig. 1A, according to some embodiments.

[0071] Figure 3E illustrates a flow chart for an operational method for operating the

treatment system of Fig. 1A, according to some embodiments.

[0072] Figure 4 illustrates a flow chart for an operational method for operating the

treatment system of Fig. 1A, according to some embodiments.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

[0073] The present invention provides secured medical devices, systems, and methods.

Embodiments of the invention will facilitate safe treatment of target tissues disposed at and

below the skin by providing a secure system that prevents unauthorized use of expired,

counterfeit or otherwise unallowed probes.

[0074] Among the most immediate applications of related devices may be the amelioration

of lines and wrinkles, particularly by treating motor nerves to prevent muscular contractions

that are associated with these cosmetic defects so as to improve an appearance of the patient.

Additional applications include the treatment of pain in which sensory nerves are treated to

prevent the sensation of pain at a particular portion of the body. Additional description of



cryogenic cooling for treatment of defects may be found in commonly assigned U.S. Pat No.

7,713,266 (Atty. Docket No. 0001 10US) entitled "Subdermal Cryogenic Remodeling of

Muscle, Nerves, Connective Tissue, and/or Adipose Tissue (Fat)", U.S. Pat. No. 7,850,683

(Atty. Docket No. 000120US) entitled "Subdermal Cryogenic Remodeling of Muscles,

Nerves, Connective Tissue, and/or Adipose Tissue (Fat)", and U.S. Pat. App. No.

13/325,004, (Atty. Docket No. 0025 10US) entitled "Method for Reducing Hyperdynamic

Facial Wrinkles", U.S. Pub. No. 2009/0248001 (Atty. Docket No. 000800US) entitled "Pain

Management Using Cryogenic Remodeling" the full disclosures of which are each

incorporated by reference.

[0075] Referring now to Figs. 1A and IB, a system for cryogenic treatment here comprises

a hand held device generally having a proximal end 12 and a distal end 14. A handpiece

body or handpiece 16 has a size and ergonomic shape suitable for being grasped and

supported in a surgeon's hand or other system operator. As can be seen most clearly in Fig.

IB, a cryogenic cooling fluid supply 18, a supply valve 32 and electrical power source 20 are

found within a handpiece 16, along with a circuit having a microprocessor control unit

(MCU) 22 that typically comprises a processor for controlling cooling applied by self-

contained system 10 in response to actuation of an input 24. Alternatively, electrical power

can be applied through a cord from a remote power source. The power source 20 also

supplies power to heater element 44 in order to heat the proximal region of the probe 26

thereby helping to prevent unwanted skin damage, and a temperature sensor 48 adjacent the

proximal region of the probe 26 helps monitor probe temperature. When actuated, the supply

valve 32 controls the flow of cryogenic cooling fluid from the cooling fluid supply 18.

[0076] A handpiece secure processor (HSP) 23 (schematically shown in Fig. 2A) is

electrically connected to the MCU 22. A secure processor, also known in the art as a secure

cryptoprocessor, is a dedicated computer on a chip or microprocessor for carrying out

cryptographic operations and storing data. A secure processor is embedded in packaging

with multiple physical security measures that provide the secure processor with tamper

resistance.

[0077] Extending distally from the distal end 14 of the handpiece 16 is a detachable

cryogenic cooling probe 26. The probe 26 is coupled to a cooling fluid path extending from a

cooling fluid source 18, with the exemplary probe comprising a tubular body receiving at

least a portion of the cooling fluid from the cooling fluid source therein. The exemplary

probe 26 can include a 27 g needle having a proximal end that is axially sealed. It should be



understood that any reference to "needle" herein is meant in a generic sense and refers to any

cryogenic treatment applicator and e.g. can comprise an elongated shape, such as a sharpened

needle usable for piercing tissue or a rounded or blunted needle that is separately introduced

into tissue (e.g. via a cannula) and used for blunt probing/dissection of tissue. The probe 26

may have an axial length between the distal end 14 of the handpiece 16 and the distal end of

the needle of between about .5 mm and 10 cm. Generally, probe 26 will comprise a 16 g or

smaller size needle, often comprising a 20 g needle or smaller, typically comprising a 22, 25,

26, 27, 28, 29, or 30 g or smaller needle.

[0078] In some embodiments, probe 26 may comprise two or more needles arranged in a

linear array, such as those disclosed in previously incorporated U.S. Pat. No. 7,850,683.

Another exemplary embodiment of a probe having multiple probe configurations allow the

cryogenic treatment to be applied to a larger or more specific treatment area. Other needle

configurations that facilitate controlling the depth of needle penetration and insulated needle

embodiments are disclosed in commonly assigned U.S. Patent Publication No. 2008/0200910

(Atty. Docket No. 000500US) entitled "Replaceable and/or Easily Removable Needle

Systems for Dermal and Transdermal Cryogenic Remodeling," and U.S. Provisional Patent

Application No. 61/801,268 (Atty. Docket No. 004100US) entitled "Cryogenic Blunt

Dissection Methods and Devices," the entire contents of which are incorporated by

reference. Multiple needle arrays may also be arrayed in alternative configurations such as a

triangular or square array. Arrays may be designed to treat a particular region of tissue, or to

provide a uniform treatment within a particular region, or both.

[0079] The probe 26 is releasably coupled with the handpiece 16 so that it may be replaced

after use with a new probe (as indicated by the dotted line in Fig. IB) or with another probe

having a different configuration. In exemplary embodiments, the probe 16 may be threaded

into the body, it may be press fit into an aperture in the body or it may have a quick

disconnect such as a detent mechanism for engaging the probe with the body. A quick

disconnect with a check valve is advantageous since it permits decoupling of the probe from

the body at any time without excessive coolant discharge. This can be a useful safety feature

in the event that the device fails in operation (e.g. valve failure), allowing an operator to

disengage the probe from a patient's tissue without exposing the patient to coolant as the

system depressurizes. This feature is also advantageous because it allows an operator to

easily exchange an expired or dulled needle with a new needle in the middle of a treatment.

One of skill in the art will appreciate that other coupling mechanisms may be used.



[0080] In addition to the coolant connection, the probe / handpiece connection provides

electrical connections for power, sensor readings, and data communications. These electrical

connections may take the form of mechanical contacts such as pin and socket connectors or

spring contact probes (commonly referred to as pogo pins) and connection pads.

[0081] Addressing some of the components within the handpiece 16, the exemplary cooling

fluid supply 18 comprises a canister, sometimes referred to herein as a cartridge, containing a

liquid under pressure, with the liquid preferably having a boiling temperature of less than

37°C. When the fluid is thermally coupled to the tissue-penetrating probe 26, and the probe

is positioned within the patient so that an outer surface of the probe is adjacent to a target

tissue, the heat from the target tissue evaporates at least a portion of the liquid and the

enthalpy of vaporization cools the target tissue. A supply valve 32 may be disposed along the

cooling fluid flow path between a canister 18 and the probe 26, or along the cooling fluid

path after the probe so as to limit coolant flow thereby regulating the temperature, treatment

time, rate of temperature change, or other cooling characteristics. The valve 32 will often be

powered electrically via power source 20, per the direction of MCU 22, but may at least in

part be manually powered. The exemplary power source 20 comprises a rechargeable or

single-use battery. Additional details about valve 32 are disclosed below and further

disclosure on the power source 20 may be found in commonly assigned Int'l Pub. No. WO

2010/075438 (Atty. Docket No. 0023 lOPC) entitled "Integrated Cryosurgical Probe Package

with Fluid Reservoir and Limited Electrical Power Source," the entire contents of which is

incorporated by reference. The exemplary cooling fluid supply 18 comprises a single-use

canister. Advantageously, the canister and cooling fluid therein may be stored and/or used at

(or even above) room temperature.

[0082] The MCU 22 will typically comprise a programmable electronic microprocessor

embodying machine readable computer code or programming instructions for implementing

one or more of the treatment methods described herein. The microprocessor will typically

include or be coupled to a memory (such as a non-volatile memory, a flash memory, a read

only memory ("ROM"), a random access memory ("RAM"), or the like) storing the computer

code and data to be used thereby, and/or a recording media (including a magnetic recording

media such as a hard disk, a floppy disk, or the like; or an optical recording media such as a

CD or DVD) may be provided. Suitable interface devices (such as digital-to-analog or

analog-to-digital converters, or the like) and input/output devices (such as USB or serial I/O

ports, wireless communication cards, graphical display cards, and the like) may also be

provided. A wide variety of commercially available or specialized processor structures may



be used in different embodiments, and suitable processors may make use of a wide variety of

combinations of hardware and/or hardware/software combinations. For example, the MCU

22 may be integrated on a single processor board and may run a single program or may make

use of a plurality of boards running a number of different program modules in a wide variety

of alternative distributed data processing or code architectures.

[0083] Referring now to Fig. 2A, the flow of cryogenic cooling fluid from fluid supply 18

is controlled by a supply valve 32. The supply valve 32 may comprise an electrically

actuated solenoid valve, a motor actuated valve or the like operating in response to control

signals from the MCU 22 to implement an authorized treatment algorithm. Exemplary

supply valves may comprise structures suitable for on/off valve operation, and may provide

venting of the fluid source and/or the cooling fluid path downstream of the valve when

cooling flow is halted so as to limit residual cryogenic fluid vaporization and cooling.

Additionally, the valve may be actuated by the MCU 22 in order to modulate coolant flow to

provide high rates of cooling in some instances where it is desirable to promote necrosis of

tissue such as in malignant lesions and the like or slow cooling which promotes ice formation

between cells rather than within cells when necrosis is not desired. More complex flow

modulating valve structures might also be used in other embodiments. For example, other

applicable valve embodiments are disclosed in previously incorporated U.S. Pub. No.

2008/0200910.

[0084] Still referring to Fig. 2A, an optional coolant supply heater (not shown), thermally

coupled to the Cooling Fluid Supply 18 may be controlled by the MCU 22 according to an

authorized algorithm to heat cooling fluid supply 18 so that heated cooling fluid flows

through valve 32 and through a lumen 34 of a cooling fluid supply tube 36. Supply tube 36

is, at least in part, disposed within a closed lumen 38 of probe 26, with the supply tube

extending distally from a proximal end 40 of the needle toward a distal end 42. The

exemplary supply tube 36 comprises a fused silica tubular structure (not illustrated) having a

polymer coating and extending in cantilever into the needle lumen 38. Previously

incorporated U.S. Patent Publication No. 2008/0200910 (Attorney Docket No. 025917-

000500US) discloses additional details on the needle 26 along with various alternative

embodiments and principles of operation.

[0085] The cooling fluid injected into lumen 38 of needle 26 will typically comprise liquid,

though some gas may also be injected. At least some of the liquid vaporizes within needle

26, and the enthalpy of vaporization cools the needle and also the surrounding tissue engaged



by the needle. The MCU 22 can control the probe heater 44 according to an authorized

treatment algorithm to heat the proximal region of the needle 26 in order to prevent unwanted

skin damage in this discussed in greater detail below. Controlling a pressure of the

gas/liquid mixture within lumen 38 substantially controls the temperature within lumen 38,

and hence the treatment temperature range of the tissue. A relatively simple mechanical

pressure relief valve 53 may be used to control the pressure within the lumen of the needle,

with the exemplary valve comprising a valve body such as a ball bearing, urged against a

valve seat by a biasing spring. An exemplary relief valve is disclosed in U.S. Provisional

Patent Application No. 61/1 16,050 previously incorporated herein by reference. Thus, the

relief valve allows better temperature control in the needle, minimizing transient

temperatures. Further details on exhaust volume are disclosed in previously incorporated

U.S. Pat. Pub. No. 2008/0200910.

[0086] A temperature sensor 52 (e.g., thermistor, thermocouple) can also be thermally

coupled to a thermally responsive element 50 that receives heat from the probe heater 44, and

communicatively coupled to the MCU 22. The MCU 22 can be configured according to an

authorized treatment algorithm to receive temperature information of the thermally

responsive element 50 via the temperature sensor 52 in order to provide the heater 44 with

enough power to maintain the thermally responsive element 50 at a particular temperature.

The probe 26 also includes a secure processor referred to herein as the disposable secure

processor (DSP) 27 that communicates with the MCU 22 and HSP 23 .

[0087] The MCU 22 can be further configured according to an authorized treatment

algorithm to monitor power draw from the heater 44 in order to characterize tissue type,

perform device diagnostics, and/or provide feedback for a tissue treatment algorithm. This

can be advantageous over monitoring temperaturesince power draw from the heater 44 can

vary greatly while temperature of the thermally responsive element 50 remains relatively

stable.

[0088] Alternative methods to inhibit excessively low transient temperatures at the

beginning of a refrigeration cycle may be employed by the MCU 22 according to an

authorized treatment algorithm, instead of or together with the limiting of the exhaust

volume. For example, the supply valve might be cycled on and off by the MCU 22, with a

timing sequence that would limit the cooling fluid flowing so that only vaporized gas reached

the needle lumen (or a sufficiently limited amount of liquid to avoid excessive dropping of

the needle lumen temperature). Analytical models that may be used to estimate cooling flows



are described in greater detail in U.S. Pub. No. 2008/0154254, previously incorporated by

reference. The application of a treatment algorithm may include the control of multiple

parameters such as temperature, time, cycling, pulsing, and ramp rates for cooling or thawing

of treatment areas. In parallel with the treatment algorithm, one or more power monitoring

algorithms can be implemented. Examples of such treatment and power monitoring

algorithms are disclosed in U.S. Patent Application No. 13/741,360 (Atty. Docket no. 90064-

861497 (003710US)), which is incorporated by reference.

[0089] Fig 2B shows a portion of Fig. 2A to illustrate the security communication

architecture between the handpiece 16 and the probe 26. The MCU 22 serves as a

communications router between the HSP 23 and the DSP 27. The MCU 22 contains software

applications code, communication links and related electronic circuitry. The HSP 23 can

contain memory with custom software and configuration data, and may include one or more

digital certificates (e.g., X509 certificates). The probe secure processor DSP 27 can also

contain memory with custom software and a tip descriptor, which includes configuration

and/or identification data, and in some embodiments can include one or more digital

certificates (e.g., X509 certificates). The tip descriptor can be stored as a binary large object

(blob) or similar data structure that includes operational instructions for the MCU 22. These

instructions conform to the type of probe 26 being used, since different types of probes

(needle count, size, application) require different metering of cryogenic fluid and in some

cases heater power. Such instructions can include a predetermined amount of treatment

cycles, treatment cycle parameters, treatment control parameters, tip identification, probe /

handpiece compatibility settings and performance test parameters. Accordingly, without this

data the MCU 22 cannot operate the cryogenic system when connected with the probe 26.

This is advantageous, since it can prevent fraudsters from producing effective copies since

the instructions can be difficult to procure.

[0090] The two secure processors can communicate with one another by way of electronic

circuitry and software of the MCU 22. Software in the MCU 22 and the secure processors

implements communication protocols, including command and reply. The software contains

logic to perform authentication (e.g., PKI-based) between the disposable probe and reusable

patient treatment devices. This software uses cryptographic techniques to establish trusted

identity and secure communication. Interprocessor communication devices and protocols

may be used that include, e.g., I2C, SPI, serial, or IS07816. In some embodiments, the probe

26 and the handpiece 16 can communicate wirelessly. The use of wireless communication

between disposable and durable components may support a product architecture where the



components are not directly connected. For example, in some cases, the handpiece 16 can

rest on a recharging base station when not in use, and the HSP 23 may reside within the base

station, while the MCU 22 resides in the handpiece 16. Accordingly, the HSP 23 is not

limited to be being physically located within a "handpiece." In addition, while the term

"durable" as used herein is commonly associated with a handheld device, the term can

include handheld devices dock or other remotely accessed accessories. The charging base

may in turn serve as a gateway to local and wide-area network services. The services may

include customer support, product security, inventory management, treatment monitor,

training, and brand extension content.

[0091] The probe 26 can be authenticated using PKI signing challenge methods by the HSP

23. In some embodiments, the DSP can authenticate the HSP. The DSP 27 may refuse a

request to provide the application configuration data if authentication has not been

completed. This feature, optionally in conjunction with a feature that requires the probe 26

and handpiece 16 to use external data for operation, provides a way of denying use of the

cryogenic system in cases where trust has not been established that the probe 26 is authentic

and not expired. In some embodiments, the MCU 22 can send the request to start a cooling

cycle to HSP 23, which then uses encrypted communications to forward the request to DSP

27 only if the one or both of the processors have been authenticated.

[0092] The authentication method between the HSP 23 and DSP 27 may include two-way

authentication. That is, the DSP 27 will require authentication of the HSP 23 in addition to

the HSP 23 requiring authentication of the DSP 27 before allowing further communication or

before providing the tip descriptor. Accordingly, one or more probe components may

authenticate one or more handpiece components, in addition to the authentication processes

initiated by the one or more handpiece components.

[0093] In some embodiments, the authentication method can be extended to cover multiple

types of probes (e.g., pain treatment needles, cosmetic needles, etc.). This design alternative

could enforce an electronic manifest, configured in the disposable device, which would

authenticate the set(s) of disposable devices. For example, if a certain procedure required a

probe kit for sequential probe use, e.g., a first type of probe and a second type of probe (or

more) or a plurality of identical probes, then the first probe would provide authentication for

remaining probe(s).

[0094] In some embodiments, the MCU 22 can connect to a remote authorization service.

For example the HSP 23 may be located in a remote server that the MCU 22 remotely



communicates with. In this embodiment the disposable device is authenticated remotely.

The authenticated disposable device can then provide one or more communications channels

for one or more disposable components, which in turn are authenticated. In some

embodiments, the HSP 23, or both the HSP 23 and the DSP 27, can require authentication by

a remote PKI server prior to further operation. This authentication may include comparing

the digital certificates stored in the secure processors to a list of revoked x509 certificates

issued by a trusted Certificate Authority. This would allow a remote capability to disable a

device.

[0095] Figs. 3A-3C illustrate a logical method 300A of authentication between the HSP 23

and DSP 27, using the MCU 22 as a communications router. Fig. 3A is a sequence chart of

the method 300A. Fig. 3B primarily shows the authentication portion of the method 300A by

way of a flow diagram, while Fig. 3C includes a post authentication treatment cycle

continuing from Fig. 3B.

[0096] With attention primarily to Fig. 3B, at operation 302a the MCU 22 detects that the

probe 26 has been connected to the handpiece 16 and accordingly initiates a probe connection

protocol . Accordingly, at operation 302b the MCU 22 sends a request to the HSP 23 to

authenticate the probe 26 and also initiates a first timer to start a predetermined count-down

to receive a reply from the HSP 23.

[0097] At operation 304a the HSP 23 at operation 304a receives the authentication request

from the MCU 22, and at operation 304b issues an authentication challenge to the DSP 27

and initiates a second timer to start a predetermined count-down to receive a reply from the

DSP 27. This challenge may include requesting a certificate from the DSP 27.

[0098] At operation 304c the DSP 27 receives the authentication challenge from the HSP

23. At operation 304d, the DSP 27 answers the challenge, e.g., the DSP 27 will return an

X.509 compliant certificate.

[0099] At operation 304e the HSP 23 receives the certificate from the DSP 27 assuming the

second timer has not run out, which would result in a authentication failure. At operation

304f the HSP 23 can verify the authenticity of the certificate using one or more stored digital

certificates issued by an authorized authority. Non-verification results in an authentication

failure.

[0100] Assuming the certificate is verified, at operation 304g the HSP 23 can create and

encrypt a nonce (i.e., number used once) using a public key, and then request the DSP 27 to



decrypt the nonce, which can only be done using a private key. At operation 304h the DSP

27 receives the decryption request and encrypted nonce from the HSP 23. At operation 304i

the DSP 27 decrypts the encrypted nonce using the private key from the verified certificate

and sends the decrypted nonce back to the HSP 23 for verification by the HSP 23 at operation

304j. If the DSP 27 correctly decrypts the encrypted nonce and returns it to the HSP 23, and

if the HSP 23 verifies the decrypted nonce against the original within the time limit of the

second timer, then the tip is authenticated. However, if the DSP 27 does not decrypt the

nonce, then the tip is not authenticated. As a result, at operation 304k the HSP 23

communicates the authentication result (pass/fail) to the MCU 22.

[0101] At operation 302c the MCU 22 determines if the authentication result is received

within the time limit of the first timer. If the MCU 22 has not received a reply within the

time limit of the first timer, the process stops. At operation 302d the MCU 22 determines if

the authentication result has passed or failed. If authentication fails, the MCU 22 refuses to

operate with the probe 26 and the process stops. In either case of a time run-out or

authentication failure, the MCU 22 provides an indicator (e.g., flashing light) to the user that

the probe 26 is unusable at operation 302g. At this point, probe authentication is complete.

However, communication between the DSP 27 and MCU 22 and or HSP 23 is still required

for further operation.

[0102] If authentication is established, the probe connection detection protocol continues at

operation 302e, where the MCU 22 requests system parameters to operate the probe, i.e., the

tip descriptor. Accordingly, the HSP 23 sends an encrypted communication to the DSP 27

requesting the tip descriptor. At operation 306a the DSP 27 receives the request for the tip

descriptor. At operation 306b the DSP checks whether the authentication protocol is

completed, if so, the DSP 27 sends the tip descriptor to the MCU 22 at operation 306c. If the

authentication protocol has not been completed, then the DSP 27 sends an error message to

the MCU 22 at operation 306d. The HSP 23 then decrypts the tip descriptor for the MCU 22.

The MCU 22 can then provide an indicator (e.g., steady light) to the user that the probe is

useable.

[0103] With attention now primarily to Fig. 3A and 3C, the method 300A continues to

operation 308a in which the MCU 22 is ready to begin coolant flow and/or heater functions

according to particular instructions received in the tip descriptor. These instructions are

based on the particular type of needle configuration and/or intended therapy procedure for the

probe 26. In some cases, the probe 26 is reusable, but only for a particular number of



instances and/or a predetermined amount of time after first use. The DSP 27 is configured to

record historical use using a counter and clock. Hence, at operation 308b the MCU 22 is

required to request an initiation signal of the treatment cycle from the DSP 27, via an

encrypted communication by the HSP 23 at operation 310a. The encrypted communication is

send to the DSP 27 at operation 310b.

[0104] At operation 312a/b the DSP 27 receives and decrypts the request from the HSP 23.

At operations 312c the DSP 27 determines whether there are greater than zero cycles

remaining on the counter. If there are cycles remaining, at operation 312d the DSP 27

decrements the counter and issues a command to treat. If no cycles remain, then at operation

312e the DSP issues a command to halt use. At operation 312f, the resulting command is

encrypted by the DSP 27 and sent to the HSP 23, which at operations 3 lOc/3 lOd is decrypted

and sent to the HSP 22.

[0105] If the count and/or date indicates to the DSP 27 that the probe 26 is expired, then at

operations 314f/g the MCU 22 can then provide an indicator (e.g., flashing light) to the user

that the probe 26 is unusable. Optionally, the MCU 22 may essentially break itself

(unrecoverable error) to avoid any attempted fraudulent use, such that the MCU 22 can only

be used further if reset in a specific manner. Conversely, if the treat command is received,

the MCU 22 may begin a treatment cycle, which occurs at operation 314b. The MCU 22 can

then provide an indicator (e.g. steady light) to the user that the probe 26 is useable. During

the treatment cycle, at operation 314c, the MCU 22 fluidly connects the probe 26 to the

cooling fluid supply 18 by operation of the valve 32 and provides power to the heater 44 if

present, according to the parameters received in the tip descriptor.

[0106] After the treatment cycle is performed, at operation 314e the MCU 22 sends a status

indication of the cycle status to the DSP 27 by way of the HSP 23, which encrypts and sends

the status indication at operations 316a/b. For example, cycle status can indicate whether the

cycle was successful or unsuccessful. The cycle status can be decrypted and recorded by the

DSP 27 at operations 318a/b. Based on this, the DSP 27 may prevent future use if the status

indicates that the probe 26 is faulty. Status may also include sensor data useful for

troubleshooting procedure issues.

[0107] A mutual authentication method 300B is shown in Fig. 3D and Fig. 3E. The

method is largely the same as depicted in Figs. 3A-3C, with the added procedure to

authenticate the handpiece. Hence, the description above applies to most of Figs. 3D and 3E.



[0108] Upon completion of tip authentication, at operations 320a to 320b the MCU 22 may

send a message to the DSP 27 requesting that the DSP 27 authenticate the handpiece. This

may be accomplished by the DSP 27 performing a signing challenge with the HSP 23 (i.e.,

certificate verification and nonce decryption) in operations 320c to 320g, as described above.

Two-way authentication may also optimize traffic by interleaving the two authentication

sequences. For example, the MCU 22 may send authentication requests to the HSP 23 and

the DSP 27. The certificate request can be accompanied by the challenger's certificate.

[0109] Fig. 4 shows a simplified authentication method 400. In some embodiments, secure

authorization is not necessary, accordingly, the MCU 22 and the DSP 27, which may be a

non-secure processor in this case, can communicate directly without the need for encryption.

At operation 402 the handpiece MCU 22 detects connection of the probe, and accordingly at

operation 404 sends a request for a tip descriptor and optionally initiates a timer.

[0110] At operation 406 the DSP 27 receives the request for the tip descriptor. The DSP 27

may optionally check if any cycles remain for use and if so decrement a counter at operation

408. At operation 410 the DSP 27 sends the tip descriptor or expiration indicator back to the

MCU 22, which determines at operation 212 if a reply has been received. At operation 414,

the MCU 22 determines if the timer stopped, and if so halts use at operation 418. If the timer

has not stopped, then at operation 416, the MCU 22 determines if the tip descriptor or

optionally an expiration indicator was received, which in the case of the latter causes the

MCU to halt use. At operation 420 the MCU 22 can optionally retrieve treatment parameters

from memory based on information received in the tip descriptor, otherwise, all treatment

parameters are received in the tip descriptor and probe is ready for use.

[0111] While the exemplary embodiments have been described in some detail for clarity of

understanding and by way of example, a number of modifications, changes, and adaptations

may be implemented and/or will be obvious to those as skilled in the art. Hence, the scope of

the present invention is limited solely by the claims as follows.



WHAT IS CLAIMED IS:

1. A method for cryogenically treating tissue, the method comprising:

detecting connection of a probe having a disposable secure processor (DSP) to

a handpiece having a master control unit (MCU) and a handpiece secure processor (HSP), the

probe having at least one cryogenic treatment applicator, the probe being fluidly coupled to a

closed coolant supply system within the handpiece via the connection;

initiating an authentication process between the DSP and HSP using the MCU;

and

as a result of the authentication process, determining one of at least two

predetermined results, the at least two predetermined results comprising that the probe is

authorized and non-authorized.

2 . The method of claim 1, wherein the authentication process comprises:

requesting a certificate from the DSP;

validating the certificate;

creating a nonce;

encrypting the nonce with the public key in the certificate;

sending a request to the DSP to decrypt the nonce using a private key;

receiving the decrypted nonce from the DSP; and

verifying the decrypted nonce.

3 . The method of claim 2, wherein the probe is authorized after the HSP

determines that the certificate is valid and the DSP has successfully decrypted the nonce or

non-authorized after the DSP fails to provide the requested certificate to the HSP.

4 . The method of claim 1, wherein the authentication process comprises the

HSP verifying validity of a certificate received from the DSP.

5 . The method of claim 1, wherein the MCU and HSP are integrated as a

single secure processor.

6 . The method of claim 1, wherein as a result of the authentication process the

probe is determined to be authorized.

7 . The method of claim 6, further comprising:

accessing history settings of the DSP; and



based on the history settings, determining one of: that the probe is expired and

non-expired.

8. The method of claim 7, wherein based on the history settings the probe is

determined to be non-expired.

9 . The method of claim 8, wherein, as a result that the probe is determined to

be non-expired, retrieving data from the DSP containing procedural instructions for the MCU

for operating the probe.

10. The method of claim 9, wherein the data comprises a tip descriptor that

includes cooling cycle time parameters.

11. The method of claim 7, wherein determining one of that the probe is

expired and non-expired comprises sending a request to the DSP to check the allowed

remaining uses of the probe.

12. The method of claim 11, wherein after receiving the request the DSP

determines the remaining allowable uses of the probe and provides the MCU with one of: an

indication that the probe has no remaining uses available and an indication that the probe can

be used.

13. The method of claim 12, wherein the DSP provides the MCU with the

indication that the probe can be used and decrements a counter of the probe.

14. The method of claim 7, wherein based on the history settings the probe is

determined to be expired.

15. The method of claim 14, further comprising transmitting a user alert using

the MCU indicating that the probe is not authorized for use with the handpiece.

16. The method of claim 1, wherein as a result of the authentication process

the probe is determined to be non-authorized for use.

17. The method of claim 16, further comprising transmitting a user alert using

the MCU indicating that the probe is not authorized for use with the handpiece.



18. The method of claim 1, wherein each secure processor includes a

certificate and the authentication process comprises performing an asymmetric key algorithm

using the certificates.

19. The method of claim 1, wherein communication between the secure

processors is encrypted during the authentication process.

20. The method of claim 1, wherein the probe is authorized and as a result the

MCU opens the fluid connection between the probe and cryogen coolant supply system.

21. The method of claim 1, wherein the probe is authorized and as a result the

MCU provides the probe with power to operate a heater of the probe.

22. A system comprising:

a probe having at least one cryogenic treatment applicator and a disposable

secure processor (DSP);

a handpiece removeably coupled to the probe and configured to provide

cryogen coolant from a coolant supply system to the probe, the handpiece having a master

control unit (MCU) and a handpiece secure processor (HSP);

wherein the MCU is configured to:

detect connection of the probe to the handpiece;

initiate an authentication process between the DSP and the HSP using

the MCU; and

as a result of the authentication process, determining one of at least

two predetermined results, the at least two predetermined results comprising that the

probe is authorized and non-authorized.

23. The system of claim 22, wherein the authentication process comprises the

HSP requesting a certificate from the DSP.

24. The system of claim 23, wherein the probe is authorized after the DSP

provides the requested certificate to the HSP or non-authorized after the DSP fails to provide

the requested certificate to the HSP.

25. The system of claim 22, wherein the authentication process comprises the

HSP requesting the DSP to decrypt a nonce.



26. The system of claim 25, wherein the probe is authorized after the DSP

provides the requested nonce to the HSP or non-authorized after the DSP fails to provide the

requested nonce to the HSP.

27. The system of claim 22, wherein as a result of the authentication process

the probe is determined to be authorized.

28. The system of claim 27, wherein the MCU is configured to:

request initiation from the DSP based on history settings of the DSP and

based on the history settings, determining one of: that the probe is expired and

non-expired.

29. The system of claim 28, wherein based on the history settings the probe is

determined to be non-expired.

30. The system of claim 27, wherein, as a result that the probe is determined

to be non-expired, the MCU retrieves data containing procedural instructions for operating

the probe from the DSP.

31. The system of claim 30, wherein the data includes cooling cycle time

parameters.

32. The system of claim 22, wherein determining one of: that the probe is

expired and non-expired comprises sending a request to the DSP to check the allowed

remaining uses of the probe.

33. The system of claim 32, wherein after receiving the request, the DSP

determines the remaining allowable uses of the probe and provides the MCU with one of: an

indication that the tip has no remaining uses available and an indication that the tip can be

used.

34. The system of claim 33, wherein the DSP provides the MCU with the

indication that the tip can be used and increments a use counter of the probe.

35. The system of claim 28, wherein based on the history settings the probe is

determined to be expired.



36. The system of claim 35, further comprising transmitting a user alert using

the MCU indicating that the probe is not authorized for use with the handpiece.

37. The system of claim 36, wherein as a result of the authentication process

the probe is determined to be non-authorized for use.

38. The system of claim 37, further comprising transmitting a user alert using

the MCU indicating that the probe is not authorized for use with the handpiece.

39. The system of claim 38, wherein each secure processor includes a

certificate and the authentication process comprises performing a symmetric key algorithm

using the certificates.

40. The system of claim 39, wherein communication between the secure

processors is encrypted during the authentication process.

41. A system comprising:

a cryogenic handpiece operable by a microprocessor control unit; and

a probe removeably coupled to the handpiece, configured to receive coolant

from the handpiece, and having a processor communicatively coupled to the microprocessor

control unit,

wherein the processor comprises operating instructions for execution by the

microprocessor to control metering of coolant to the probe.

42. A cryogenic probe comprising:

a body having at least one cryogenic treatment applicator fluidly connectable

to a separate coolant supply device for providing coolant to the at least one cryogenic

treatment applicator by way of a controllable valve; and

an integrated circuit storing a tip descriptor.

43.The cryogenic probe of claim 42, wherein the integrated circuit is a

processor with internal memory.

44. The cryogenic probe of claim 42, wherein the integrated circuit comprises

memory for storing the tip descriptor.

45. The cryogenic probe of claim 42, wherein the tip descriptor includes a

protocol for timing opening and closing of the controllable valve.



46. The cryogenic probe of claim 42, wherein the body comprises a heater and

wherein the tip descriptor includes heater control parameters.

47. The cryogenic probe of claim 46, wherein the tip descriptor includes a

target heater temperature.

48. The cryogenic probe of claim 42, wherein the tip descriptor includes test

parameters.

49. The cryogenic probe of claim 42, wherein the tip descriptor includes

expiration information.

50. The cryogenic probe of claim 42, wherein the tip descriptor comprises

instructional parameters for operating the separate coolant supply device.

51. The cryogenic probe of claim 42, wherein the at least one cryogenic

treatment applicator comprises a sharpened or blunted needle

52. A kit of cryogenic probes comprising:

a plurality of cryogenic probes, each cryogenic probe having a body with at

least one cryogenic treatment applicator fluidly connectable to a separate coolant supply

device for providing coolant to the at least one cryogenic treatment applicator,

wherein at least one of the cryogenic probes includes a processor comprising

memory having instructional parameters for operating the coolant supply device.

53. A method for cryogenically treating tissue, the method comprising:

detecting connection of a first type of probe having a first processor to a

handpiece having a master control unit (MCU), the handpiece being compatible with a

plurality of different types of probes, the first type of probe having at least one cryogenic

treatment applicator, the first type of probe being fluidly coupled to a closed coolant supply

system within the handpiece via the connection;

initiating a communication process between the first processor and the MCU,

wherein the first processor provides a first type of tip descriptor to the MCU; and

as a result of the communication process, initiating a first type of treatment

protocol based on the first type of tip descriptor.

54. The method of claim 53, wherein the first type of treatment protocol is

provided by the tip descriptor.



55. The method of claim 53, wherein the treatment protocol is retrieved from

memory of the handpiece by the MCU based on identification of the tip descriptor.

56. The method of claim 53, wherein the plurality of different types of probes

share the same type of cryogenic treatment applicator configuration.

57. A system for cryogenically treating tissue, the system comprising:

a first type of probe having a first processor and memory storing a first type of

tip descriptor, the first type of probe having at least one cryogenic treatment applicator; and

a handpiece having a master control unit (MCU), the handpiece being

compatible with a plurality of different types of probes, wherein the first type of probe is

fluidly couplable to a closed coolant supply system within the handpiece,

wherein the first processor is configured to communicate the first type of tip

descriptor to the MCU,

wherein the MCU is configured to implement a first type of treatment protocol

based on the first type of tip descriptor.

58. The system of claim 57, wherein the first type of treatment protocol is

provided by the first type of tip descriptor.

59. The system of claim 57, wherein the first type of treatment protocol is

retrieved from memory of the handpiece by the MCU based on identification of the first type

of tip descriptor.

60. The system of claim 57, further comprising second type of probe

comprising a second type of tip descriptor, wherein the second type of probe shares the same

type of cryogenic treatment applicator configuration as the first type of probe.

6 1. A system for cryogenically treating tissue, the system comprising:

a first type of probe having a first processor and first memory storing a first

type of tip descriptor, wherein the first type of probe has at least one of cryogenic treatment

applicator configuration;

a second type of probe having a second processor and second memory storing

a second type of tip descriptor, wherein the second type of probe shares the same type of

cryogenic treatment applicator configuration as the first type of probe; and



a handpiece having a master control unit (MCU), the handpiece being

compatible with a plurality of different types of probes, the first and second type of probe

each being fluidly couplable in sequence to a closed coolant supply system within the

handpiece,

wherein the first processor is configured to communicate the first type of tip

descriptor to the MCU, and

wherein the MCU is configured to implement a first type of treatment protocol

based on the first type of tip descriptor,

wherein the second processor is configured to communicate the second type of

tip descriptor to the MCU, and

wherein the MCU is configured to implement a second type of treatment

protocol based on the second type of tip descriptor.

62. A method for cryogenically treating tissue, the method comprising:

detecting a first connection of a first type of probe having a first processor to a

handpiece having a master control unit (MCU), the handpiece being compatible with a

plurality of different types of probes, the first type of probe having at least one cryogenic

treatment applicator, the first type of probe being fluidly coupled to a closed coolant supply

system within the handpiece via the first connection;

initiating a communication process between the first processor and the MCU,

wherein the first processor provides a tip descriptor to the MCU, the first type of tip

descriptor being specific to the first type of probe; and

as a result of the communication process, initiating a first type of treatment

protocol based on the tip descriptor;

detecting a second connection of a second type of probe having a second

processor to the handpiece after the first type of probe is decoupled from the handpiece, the

second type of probe sharing the same type of cryogenic treatment applicator configuration as

the first type of probe, the second type of probe being fluidly coupled to the closed coolant

supply system within the handpiece via the second connection;

initiating a communication process between the second processor and the

MCU, wherein the second processor provides a second type of tip descriptor to the MCU; and

as a result of the communication process, initiating a second type of treatment

protocol based on the second type of tip descriptor, the second type of treatment protocol

being different from the firs type of treatment protocol.
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